Choose between a completely managed service or a license
- World’s Best Performance Engineers
- Leverage Akamai Global Test Cloud

HARNESS AKAMAI’S EXPERTISE
Our performance engineers bring years of industry experience and testing expertise into every engagement, all in full collaboration with your team. This lets everyone participate in troubleshooting and tuning, even in production environments. Run load tests in your lab behind firewalls, or in the cloud, all under the guidance of our performance engineers. Or choose to integrate CloudTest as always-ON self-serviced load testing in production with a subscription license.

REAL-TIME, ACTIONABLE PERFORMANCE ANALYTICS
CloudTest differs from other load testing solutions by utilizing the only real-time, big-data analytics engine targeted at performance. With live streaming analytics during test runs, you can identify problems during test sessions. The analytics engine collects performance metrics from every component of the application infrastructure during tests so you can isolate bottlenecks from code, networks, servers, and databases. Use monitors included with CloudTest or pull from popular third-party monitors you have running already. Whether testing hundreds of users with a slow ramp time, or millions of users logging on from several global locations, CloudTest helps you prepare for every possible web or mobile user scenario.

See what your users experience in real time

BUSINESS BENEFITS

It’s Fast—Start Now
- Call us, set up within hours, and test
- Fix issues as they occur
- Test in the lab or in production, from behind the firewall or the cloud

Trust the Experts
- Build, provision, and run tests and receive deep, actionable insights on results
- Test with most realistic scripts and monitor real user experience using Akamai’s RUM tool, mPulse
- Proven methodology, trusted by the world’s biggest brands

Immediate Results
- Focus on test results, not time-consuming setup and preparation
- Results delivered in real time, within seconds
- Pinpoint performance issues, from devices to databases, third-party CDNs, and more

Test At and Beyond Peak
- Test at your current scale, and beyond, to emulate performance at peak loads
- Model true user behavior, scale, and geographic distribution, device, and connectivity combinations
- Eliminate license, infrastructure, and in-house expert resources and skills costs

See what your users experience in real time

Speed: Our performance engineers can create tests within hours. Quickly identify bottlenecks, breakpoints, and slowdowns.
Expertise: We have years of experience in every industry, from simple to extremely complex use cases.
Collaboration: Before, during, and after each engagement, an Akamai performance engineer acts as an extension of your team.
FEATURES

• **Cloud Testing Experts.** Our expert team of performance engineers combines deep performance-testing knowledge with vast experience. They come from global system integrators, media powerhouses, and the world’s largest retail and technology firms.

• **Real-Time Analysis and Results.** Testing is about results. During tests, our team collaborates with yours to drill deep into live data while tests are running. Pinpoint and fix performance bottlenecks on the fly.

• **Akamai Global Test Cloud.** This provides an always-available set of global load servers. Whether you require millions of users accessing your app in seconds or connectivity from around the globe, Akamai’s Global Test Cloud replicates your real traffic with precision.

Akamai secures and delivers digital experiences for the world’s largest companies. Akamai’s intelligent edge platform surrounds everything, from the enterprise to the cloud, so customers and their businesses can be fast, smart, and secure. Top brands globally rely on Akamai to help them realize competitive advantage through agile solutions that extend the power of their multi-cloud architectures. Akamai keeps decisions, apps, and experiences closer to users than anyone — and attacks and threats far away. Akamai’s portfolio of edge security, web and mobile performance, enterprise access, and video delivery solutions is supported by unmatched customer service, analytics, and 24/7/365 monitoring. To learn why the world’s top brands trust Akamai, visit www.akamai.com, blogs.akamai.com, or @Akamai on Twitter. You can find our global contact information at www.akamai.com/locations. Published 02/19.